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ABSTRACT

Central auditory processing

and speech perception in noise condition

in patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment

Ga-Young Kim

The Graduate Program in Speech-Language Pathology

The Graduate School, Yonsei University

(Directed by Professor HyangHee Kim)

Background: Patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) often

present difficulties with central auditory processing (CAP). However, most

previous studies have focused on the relationship between peripheral hearing

and cognitive functions. Among the CAP abilities, speech perception in noise

conditions is one of the most prominent symptoms in patients with aMCI. The

ability to infer the meaning plays an important role in communication, but only
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few studies have taken this into account when investigating the

communication abilities of patients with aMCI. Purpose of study: The

purpose of this study is two-fold: 1) to investigate differences between the

aMCI and control groups for CAP tests, and 2) to assess differences between

the aMCI and control groups and their relation to sentence predictability and

the noise level in the Speech Perception In Noise (SPIN) test. Methods: The

aMCI group (25 patients) and the control group (20 subjects), matched by age

and years of education, were included in the study. Both groups were screened

through pure-tone audiometry (PTA) and speech audiometry (SA). CAP tests

(frequency pattern test (FPT), duration pattern test (DPT), Gaps-In-Noise©

(GIN) test, dichotic digits test (DDT), low-pass filtered word test, and binaural

fusion test) and the SPIN test were conducted only after the two groups passed

the screening. The SPIN test was completed with multi-talker babble noise

with two sentence predictability conditions: high and low, and two different

noise levels: 0 dB SNR and -5 dB SNR. Results: As for the CAP tests, the

aMCI group had a decrease in the mean score of the FPT, DPT, GIN©, and

DDT tests compared with the control group. There were significant interactive

effects between sentence predictability and the group as well as between noise

level and the group. The aMCI group had a lower mean SPIN test score
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compared to the control group, and the difference in the mean SPIN test score

was greater in HP than in LP condition, and in -5 dB SNR than in 0 dB SNR,

respectively. After controlling PTA and SA, the SPIN test revealed a

significant positive correlation with the frontal-executive function in the aMCI

group. Discussion: The author presumes that problems in the left hemisphere

or the nerve fibers (e.g., the corpus callosum) connecting the two hemispheres

might possibly lead to decline in CAP abilities of the aMCI group compared

with that of the control group. Furthermore, the score of the aMCI group

decreased when the sentence predictability was high and when the noise was

louder compared with the control group. This can be interpreted as a result of

the deterioration of the frontal-executive function in the aMCI group.

Conclusion: Gm pZl \hg_bkf^] maZm ma^ ZKAG `khni�l A?N Z[bebmb^l p^k^

significantly lower than that of the control group. Thus, if the cognitive

assessment and hearing evaluation are conducted in combination, the

sensitivity of the diagnostic process for aMCI will be increased. Moreover, the

study confirmed that there may be a correlation between sentence

predictability and cognitive ability, especially in regard to the frontal-

executive function. Therefore, the author suggests healthcare professionals to
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use high predictable sentences which have contextual cues when

communicating with aMCI patients who show cognitive decline.

Key words: mild cognitive impairment, central auditory processing, frontal-

executive function, speech perception in noise
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Central auditory processing

and speech perception in noise condition

in patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment

Ga-Young Kim

The Graduate Program in Speech-Language Pathology

The Graduate School, Yonsei University

(Directed by Professor HyangHee Kim)

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Central auditory processing disorder (CAPD)

A. Definition and features of CAPD

Central auditory processing (CAP) is an auditory mechanism

necessary to properly perform the following abilities or skills: sound

localization and lateralization; auditory discrimination; auditory pattern
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recognition; temporal aspect of audition, including temporal ordering,

temporal discrimination, temporal integration and temporal masking; auditory

performance in competing acoustic signals; and auditory performance with

degraded acoustic signals1. Central auditory processing disorder (CAPD) is

defined as a deficit in neural processing of auditory information in the central

nervous system as determined by problems in one or more of the above

abilities1. CAPD may lead to or be associated with difficulties in speech,

language and/or other cognitive-communication disorders1. CAPD is a term

that refers to a functional disorder, not a single disease.

B. Types of CAP tests

A comprehensive assessment of the lesion and function of the central

auditory nervous system should include behavioral tests in at least five areas1.

The five behavioral test areas are auditory temporal processing, auditory

discrimination, dichotic listening, monaural low-redundancy and binaural

interaction test1. Auditory temporal processing is an ability to perceive a sound

or the alteration of sound within a limited or defined time domain2. There are

four subcomponents of temporal processing of auditory signals including

temporal ordering, temporal discrimination, temporal integration, and
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temporal masking. Temporal ordering plays an important role in speech

perception with the ability to process two or more stimuli in time order3.

Frequency pattern test and duration pattern test are most widely used to

measure temporal ordering. These two pattern tests are sensitive to

hemispheric lesions as well as interhemispheric dysfunction4.

The auditory system is required to discriminate small timing

differences when processing speech. Temporal discrimination is defined as the

shortest duration of time in which an individual can discriminate between two

auditory signals2. A common method used to assess temporal discrimination

is to establish a gap detection threshold (GDT). GDT task requires participants

to response pa^g^o^k ma^r a^Zk Z �lbe^gm� bgm^koZe ^f[^]]^] bg Zg hg`hbg`

noise burst2. The Gaps-In-Noise (GIN©) test is an example of GDT task.

Dichotic listening refers to the ability to integrate or separate different

acoustic stimuli that are simultaneously provided to each ear and assess the

cerebral hemisphere connectivity in the central auditory region5. Dichotic

listening is divided into various tests depending on the type of stimulus used,

such as dichotic digits, dichotic consonant vowels, Staggered Spondaic Words

and dichotic sentences. Of these, the dichotic digits test is easier to measure
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the CAP of patients with cognitive impairment because it is less affected by

working memory than other dichotic listening tests6.

The monaural low-redundancy test evaluates the central auditory

processing system by presenting stimuli that lower the redundancy inherent in

acoustic signals through frequency filtering, temporal compression, or noise

presentation in the unilateral ear. The low-pass filtered word test is one of the

low-redundancy tests that can assess auditory closure by reducing spectral

aspects of speech through frequency filtering7. Auditory closure means the

capable of the normal listener to make use of intrinsic and extrinsic

redundancy to cover missing or inaccurate parts of the auditory stimulus and

understand the whole message. When speech is degraded (e.g., extrinsic

redundancy is reduced), listeners with reduced intrinsic redundancy (due to

CANS dysfunction) demonstrate a significant decline in speech recognition

performance8.

Binaural interaction is mainly a reaction in the brainstem that is

related to sound localization and auditory performance in backgrounds of

competing acoustic signals9. The binaural fusion test is presentation of

different parts of band-pass filtered speech to the two ears with a low-band

pass filtered speech stimulus presented to one ear and a high-band pass filtered
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presentation of the same speech stimulus to the other ear. The participants

must fuse the information from each ear in order to report the word.

2. Speech perception

According to Erber (1982)10, there is a hierarchical continuum

processes that contribute speech perception consisting of detection,

discrimination, recognition (or identification), and comprehension. Detection

is the ability to respond to the presence or absence of sound. Discrimination is

the ability to perceive similarities and differences between two or more speech

stimuli. Identification is the ability to label by repeating, pointing to, or writing

the speech stimulus heard. Identification involves the suprasegmental and

segmental of speech. Finally, comprehension is the ability to understand the

meaning of speech. The steps for speech perception are also influenced by

cognitive-linguistic processes corresponding to cognitive functions,

phonetic/phonemic balance, word familiarity, word frequency, and content.

Therefore, speech perception is difficult to measure at only the auditory level

and can be more effectively evaluated in combination with language and

cognition.
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3. Speech perception in noise

When presented in background noise, speech information to the brain

is degraded. The brain uses two compensatory mechanisms to hear degraded

speech. High-level mechanism is top-down (language and cognitive based)

processing meaning the ability to use syntactic, and contextual cues as well as

the auditory processing of the acoustic signal. Low-level mechanism is

bottom-up (auditory based) processing11,12.

It is commonly known that processing this degraded speech is more difficult

in patients with cognitive impairment compared to normal control 6,13-17.

When it comes to the type of background noise, speech perception is

cognitively more demanding when it is masked by interfering speech (e.g.,

babble noise) as compared to meaningless noise (e.g., speech-spectrum

noise)18,19. However, babble noise made up of a small number of talkers (e.g.,

one- or two-mZed^k [Z[[e^ ghbl^) \Zg [^ ^Zlb^k _hk eblm^g^kl ]n^ mh �fZldbg`

release,� hk ma^ Z[bebmr h_ eblm^g^kl mh mZd^ Z]oZgmZ`^ h_ lbe^gm i^kbh]l ]n^ mh

m^fihkZe _en\mnZmbhgl (�eblm^gbg` bg ma^ `Zil�), [nm mabl Z]oZgmZ`^ ]blZii^Zkl

when the number of interfering talkers is increased20.
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With regards to noise level, the concept of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

is used. SNR is defined as the ratio of signal to the noise, mostly presented in

decibels (dB). A ratio greater than 0 dB implies more signal than noise.

4. Amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI)

A. Characteristics of aMCI

Mild cognitive impairment is interim phase between normal cognitive

and Alzheimer�s disease (AD) or another type of dementia21. MCI is a

condition in which cognitive decline is outside the normal range but not severe

enough to be diagnosed as dementia. In particular, MCI with memory deficits

defined as amnestic MCI (aMCI) is considered to be a prodromal state of AD.

The clinical diagnostic criteria for aMCI are as follows: 1) memory complaint,

preferably corroborated by an informant; 2) essentially normal general

condition; 3) largely normal activities of daily living; 4) objective memory

impairment for age; and 5) not demented21.

B. Central auditory processing in aMCI
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Little has been explored about CAP performances in patients with

aMCI. Most previous research have focused on the association between

peripheral hearing loss and cognition22,23. However, claims have been made

that cognitive decline was more related to CAPD than peripheral hearing loss24

and there were no differences in peripheral hearing acuity between aMCI and

normal cognitive groups6,13,14,25.

Few studies have shown that CAPD seemed to be frequent in

individuals with aMCI6,13,14,25. One study demonstrated that subjects with

probable aMCI performed worse on temporal processing and competing

acoustic signals13. However, subjects of this study were divided into

community-dwelling elderly with and without probable aMCI according to the

screening test. There is a need to replicate findings in a clinically defined

population with thorough neuropsychological evaluation. Another study

confirmed that the aMCI group located in an intermediate position between

subjective memory complaints and AD groups with dichotic digits tests6. This

implies CAPD is apparent in aMCI, however, CAP needs to be addressed in

multiple domains. More investigations are necessary to identify multifactorial

relationships between CAP and aMCI.
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C. Speech perception in noise in aMCI

Difficulty in speech perception in the presence of background noise

or competing auditory signals is typically present in patients with aMCI13-16.

However, one prospective study examining the performance of monosyllabic

words with carrier phrases in speech weighted background noise in patients

with subjective memory complaint, aMCI and AD showed no difference in

performance among the three groups6. Furthermore, stimulus predictability is

an indicator investigating underlying deficits related to speech-in-noise

perception problems12, there has not been any research that considered the

indicator for individuals with aMCI.

5. Aims of the study

A. Study 1

The aim of the Study 1 was to investigate differences between the

aMCI and control group for CAP tests.

B. Study 2
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The goal of Study 2 was to assess differences between the aMCI and

control group and their relation to sentence predictability and noise level in

the SPIN test. Furthermore, partial correlation coefficients, after controlling

for pure-tone audiometry (PTA) and word recognition score (WRS), were

calculated to identify which cognitive functions and CAP measures,

respectively, correlated significantly with the SPIN test in the aMCI group.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

1. Participants

A. Number of participants

The number of participants was calculated using G*Power ver.3.1.9.4

software. Estimated sample size was computed based on the results from

previous study13. The sample size was calculated as 24 participants per group

under the conditions of e error probability of 0.05 and power (1-f error

probability) of 0.95.

B. Inclusion criteria

The aMCI group was diagnosed by a neurologist based on Pet^kl^g�l

criteria21: 1) subjective memory complaint reported by the patient or

informants; 2) normal activities of daily living; 3) normal general cognitive

function; 4) objective memory complaint as defined by score less than 16%ile

on memory domain of neuropsychological test; and 5) no dementia.

The cognitively normal control (control) group met these criteria: 1)

no significant underlying medical, neurologic, or psychiatric illness; and 2) z
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scores of each of the five cognitive domains (attention, language, visuospatial

function, memory, and frontal-executive function) of the Seoul

Neuropsychological Screening Battery (SNSB) were -1.0 or above.

The two groups also had to meet these inclusion criteria for hearing

acuity: 1) no conductive hearing loss on PTA; 2) a^Zkbg` mak^lahe] e^o^el h_ |

40 dB HL at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz in each ear17; 3) no greater than 10 dB HL of

inter-aural asymmetry on pure-tone average; 4) a WRS } 80% _hk ^Z\a ^Zk;

and 5) no previous use of hearing aids.

C. Recruitment of participants

The participants visited the Department of Neurology at Samsung

Medical Center (SMC) in Seoul from March to December 2020 and agreed to

participate in the study. A total of 78 people was screened for inclusion in the

study. And then, 45 people screening tests passed and 33 people failed. Finally,

25 aMCI (aMCI group) and 20 control group were enrolled in the study

(Figure 1).
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This study included pure-tone average and WRS as well as

demographic information such as sex, age, year of education, handedness,

Korean Mini-Mental State Examination (K-MMSE) z score, each domain

compound z scores of the SNSB, amyloid positron emission tomography

(PET), and APOE4 i4 status. The pure-tone average and WRS were conducted

as screening tests on the day of study enrollment. The other data were obtained

from the electronic medical record within 1 year before the date of study

administration. The characteristics of participants were shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of participants

Variables Categories

aMCI

(n=25)

Control

(n=20)
2 or t p

L (%) hk

K { QB

N (%) or

M { SD

Sex
Men 6 (24) 9 (45)

2.205 0.138
Women 19 (76) 11 (55)

Age (year) 71.52

{ 4.80

73.45

{ 4.32
-1.401 0.169
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Year of education 11.00

{ 4.50

12.15

{ 4.89
-0.820 0.417

Handed-

ness

Right 23 (92) 19 (95)
0.161 0.688

Left 2 (8) 1 (5)

Pure-tone

average

(dB HL)

Right
21.25

{ 8.35

23.31

{ 9.58
-0.771 0.445

Left
22.00

{ 8.32

25.71

{ 9.36
-1.405 0.167

WRS

(%)

Right
95.28

{ 4.28

93.20

{ 6.10
1.292 0.205

Left
96.48

{ 4.21

94.70

{ 3.51
1.514 0.137

K-MMSE (Z score)
-1.88

{ 2.34

0.37

{ 0.70
-4.507 <0.001***

SNSB

(Z score)

Attention
-0.29

{ 0.95

0.23

{ 1.07
-1.675 0.101

Language
-0.65

{ 1.70

0.48

{ 0.52
-3.129 0.004**
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Visuo-

spatial

-1.78

{ 2.86

0.33

{ 0.78
-3.518 0.001**

Memory
-2.40

{ 1.37

0.40

{ 0.73
-8.636 <0.001***

Frontal-

executive

function

-1.49

{ 2.25

0.23

{ 0.98
-3.387 0.002**

Amyloid

PET

Negative 2 (8.7) 14 (73.7)
18.634 <0.001***

Positive 21 (91.3) 5 (26.3)

APOE4 i4

carrier

Non-

carrier
7 (33.3) 14 (66.7)

6.702 0.010*

Carrier 16 (72.7) 6 (27.3)

K-MMSE, Korean mini-mental state examination; aMCI, amnestic mild

cognitive impairment; M, mean; N, numbers; PET, positron emission

tomography; SD, standard deviation; SNSB, Seoul Neuropsychologic

Screening Battery; WRS, word recognition score.

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

2. Experimental measurements
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A. Audiometric assessments

(A) Pure-tone audiometry (PTA)

PTA evaluates the hearing sensitivity of each ear. The PTA was

performed with standard audiologic procedures. Air and bone conduction

thresholds were measured with a clinical pure-tone audiometer (GSI 61;

Grason-Stadler, Eden Prairie, Minnesota) in a double-walled soundproof

booth. Pure-tone average at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz for each ear was calculated.

(B) Word recognition score (WRS)

WRS measures a participant�l li^^\a i^k\^imbhg bg jnb^m. Db_mr

monosyllabic words from the Korean standard-monosyllabic word list26 were

presented at the most comfortable level (MCL) through a TDH-39 headphone.

The participants were asked to repeat the word back to the tester. Percentage-

correct scores were calculated for scoring.

B. Neuropsychological assessments

(A) Korean Mini-Mental State Examination (K-MMSE)
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K-MMSE measures the various cognitive functions such as time

orientation, place orientation, memory registration, attention and calculation,

memory recall, language, and visuospatial function composition within a short

time of 5-10 minutes. The total score of K-MMSE is 30 points and the z score

can be calculated according to the normative data derived from age- and year

of education-matched Korean population27.

(B) The Seoul Neuropsychologic Screening Battery (SNSB)

SNSB is a standardized neuropsychological assessment that evaluates

five cognitive domains which involves attention, language, visuospatial

function, memory, and frontal-executive function28. With regards to attention,

forward and backward digit span tests was used. As for the language, Korean

version of the Boston Naming Test was tested. In the case of visuospatial

function, Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT) was administered. RCFT consists

of copying, immediate recall, 20 minutes delayed recall, and recognition. In

verbal memory, the Seoul Verbal Learning Test (SVLT) was assessed. SVLT

includes three trials of immediate recall, 20 minutes delayed recall, and

recognition of 12 words. For frontal-executive function, Controlled Oral Word

Association Test (COWAT) for phonemic verbal fluency and the Stroop test
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were used. The Stroop test assesses word and color reading of 112 items.

Composite score on each of the domains was calculated. As with the K-MMSE,

the SNSB presented normalized z-scores.

C. CAP tests

(A) Frequency pattern test (FPT)

A high-frequency pure tone of 1122 Hz and a low frequency pure tone

of 880 Hz were used as the pattern stimulus. A pattern consisted of three 150

msec pure tones (e.g., low-low-high) and two 200 msec inter-tone intervals4

(Figure 2). After connecting the CD player to the audiometer, test items were

presented at 20-50 dB SL in each ear through the TDH-39 headphone. The

participants responded to the patterns they heard in response to high and low

sounds by labeling and humming. Percentage-correct scores were calculated

for scoring.
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consecutive noise segments was 5 secs and the gap durations were 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 20 msec. Both gap duration and the location of gaps within

the noise segments were pseudorandomized. Furthermore, the number of gaps

per noise segment was diverse. After connecting the CD player to the

audiometer, test items were presented at 20-50 dB SL in each ear through the

TDH-39 headphone. The participants were instructed to press the response

button as soon as they heard a gap (Figure 4). Two measures were derived for

each ear during the procedure. These included an approximated GDT and a

combined percentage correct identification score across all gap durations. The

approximate threshold (A.th.) was defined as the shortest gap duration for

which there were at leZlm �_hnk h_ lbq� \hkk^\m b]^gmb_b\Zmbhgl2.
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participants followed all four numbers regardless of the order of the number

they heard. Percentage-correct scores were calculated for scoring.

(E) Low-pass filtered word (LPFW) test

Using the butter-worth filter of the Adobe Audition CS5.5 program, a

low frequency filtration of monosyllabic words at 1500 Hz was made30. After

connecting the CD player to the audiometer, test items were presented at 20-

50 dB SL in each ear through the TDH-39 headphone. The participants were

asked to repeat the word back to the tester. Percentage-correct scores were

calculated for scoring.

(F) Binaural fusion test (BFT)

Using the butter-worth filter of the Adobe Audition CS5.5 program, a

test word was filtered with different segments of low-pass (1200 Hz cutoff)

and high-pass (2100 Hz cutoff). After connecting the CD player to the

audiometer, test items were presented at 20-50 dB SL in each ear through the

TDH-39 headphone. The test stimuli were presented as different segments of

band-pass filtered speech to the two ears with a low-band pass filtered speech

stimulus presented to right ear and a high-band pass filtered presentation of
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the same speech stimulus to left ear. The participants were asked to repeat the

word back to the tester. Percentage-correct scores were calculated for scoring.

D. Speech perception in noise (SPIN) test

Korean Speech Intelligibility in Noise (KSPIN)31 was utilized for the

speech perception in noise test. The KSPIN consisted of 6 lists of 40 test

sentences each. The 40 sentences were further divided into two types: 20 high-

and 20 low-predictable sentences. The KSPIN was completed four-talker

babble noise levels at 0 and -5 dB SNR17. According to the participant, the test

sentences and the noise levels were randomly presented. After the participant

was seated in the middle of four speakers, sentences were presented from the

front speaker, while noise was presented from four speakers at 45, 135, 225

and 315 degrees. Participants were asked to listen, and subsequently answered

the questions. The answer was the key word within the sentences. The key

words were always two-syllabic nouns, and the questioning sentences were

added to obtain the responding key words. Percentage-correct scores were

calculated for scoring.

3. Statistical analysis
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Regarding demographic features, continuous variable was compared

with independent sample t-test, and categorical variables with Chi-squared

tests, appropriately.

In Study 1, a linear mixed model (LMM) was applied to analyze CAP

tests except for the BFT. Regarding to the FPT and DPT, two fixed effects

were included: one dichotomous within-subjects predictor (response type) and

one dichotomous between-subjects predictor (group). The following equation

described the model: Test score = �0 + �1(k^lihgl^ mri^) + �2(group) +

�3(response type*group) + e. Possible differences in the group across response

type were analyzed according to response type*group interactions. With

respect to the GIN© test, DDT, and LPFW test, two fixed effects were included:

one dichotomous within-subjects predictor (test ear) and one dichotomous

between-subjects predictor (group). The following equation described the

model: Test score = �0 + �1(m^lm ^Zk) + �2(group) + �3(test ear*group) + e.

Possible differences in the group across test ear were analyzed according to

test ear*group interactions. JKK pbma Zg �nglmkn\mnk^] \hoZkbZg\^ fZmkbq,�

was used, that is, a covariance matrix upon which no constraints have been

imposed. The parameter estimates for the fixed effects was analyzed and the
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coefficient estimate, standard error, t-value, and p-value were reported. For

the BFT, the independent t-test was used to compare the means of test score

between two groups.

In Study 2, LMM was also used to examine the differences in the

SPIN test score between the aMCI and control group according to sentence

predictability and SNR, respectively. Three fixed effects were included: two

dichotomous within-subjects predictors (sentence predictability and SNR) and

one dichotomous between-subjects predictor (group). The following equation

]^l\kb[^] ma^ fh]^e: QNGL m^lm l\hk^ = �0 + �1(sentence predictability) +

�2(QLP) + �3(`khni) + �4(l^gm^g\^ ik^]b\mZ[bebmr*`khni) + �5(SNR*group) +

e. Possible differences in the group across sentence predictability or SNR were

analyzed according to sentence predictability*group and SNR*group

interactions. The detailed statistical analysis methods were the same as

mentioned in Study 1.

Partial correlation coefficients by controlling for the pure-tone

average and WRS were computed to determine which cognitive functions

correlated significantly with SPIN in the aMCI group. In addition, the pure-

tone average and WRS-adjusted partial correlations were also performed to
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examine relationship between cognitive functions and CAP parameters in the

aMCI group.

All statistical analysis was performed with SPSS 25.0 (IBM Corp.,

Armonk, NY, USA).
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III. RESULTS

1. Study 1

A. FPT

The response type (p=0.036) and group (p<0.001) significantly

predicted the FPT score. The labeling response had a lower mean FPT score

\hfiZk^] mh ma^ anffbg` k^lihgl^ (�{QC: �20.50{9.62). Ra^ ZKAG `khni

lahp^] Z ehp^k i^k_hkfZg\^ maZg ma^ \hgmkhe `khni (�{QC: �37.43{9.13).

However, there was no interaction effect between response type and group

(p=0.851) (Table 2).

Table 2. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for frequency pattern test

Fixed effects Estimated

\h^__b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 91.83 6.80 13.50 <0.001***

Response type

Labeling

Humming (Reference)

-20.50

0

9.62

0

-2.13 0.036*
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Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

-37.43

0

9.13

0

-4.10 <0.001***

Response type*Group -2.43 12.91 -0.19 0.851

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; S.E., standard error.

*p<0.05, ***p<0.001.

B. DPT

The group (p=0.031) only significantly predicted the DPT score. The

aMCI group had a lower mean DPT score compared to the control group

(�{QC: �14.27{6.51). Ra^k^ pZl gh interaction effect between response type

and group (p=0.065) (Table 3).

Table 3. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for duration pattern test

Fixed effects Estimated

\h^__b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 97.33 4.85 20.06 <0.001***

Response type

Labeling -6.50 6.86

-0.95 0.346
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Humming (Reference) 0 0

Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

-14.27

0

6.51

0

-2.19 0.031*

Response type*Group -17.23 9.21 -1.87 0.065

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; S.E., standard error.

*p<0.05, ***p<0.001.

C. GIN© test

In the case of the GIN© test, one subject was excluded from the

analysis because of the lack of understanding on the test. The results of the

GIN© test was reported with two parameters, A.th. of gap detection and

percentage correct.

For the A.th. of gap detection, the group (p=0.001) only significantly

predicted the A.th. of gap detection. The aMCI group had a longer mean

mak^lahe] \hfiZk^] mh ma^ \hgmkhe `khni (�{QC: 1.92{0.55). Ra^k^ pZl gh

interaction effect between test ear and group (p=0.065) (Table 4).
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Table 4. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for approximate threshold of

gap detection

Fixed effects Estimated

\h^__b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 7.75 0.41 18.95 <0.001***

Test ear

Right

Left (Reference)

-0.20

0

0.58

0

-0.35 0.730

Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

1.92

0

0.55

0

3.46 0.001**

Test ear*Group 0.24 0.78 0.309 0.309

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; S.E., standard error.

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

For the percentage correct, the group (p=0.009) only significantly

predicted the GIN© test score. The aMCI group had a lower mean score

\hfiZk^] mh ma^ \hgmkhe `khni (�{QC: -8.42±3.15). There was no interaction

effect between test ear and group (p=0.447) (Table 5).
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Table 5. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for Gaps-In-Noise© test

Fixed effects Estimated

\h^__b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 50.59 2.32 21.78 <0.001***

Test ear

Right

Left (Reference)

1.25

0

3.29

0

0.379 0.706

Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

-8.42

0

3.15

0

-2.68 0.009**

Test ear*Group -3.40 4.45 -0.76 0.447

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; S.E., standard error.

**p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

D. DDT

The group (p=0.029) only significantly predicted the DDT score. The

aMCI group had a lower mean DDT score compared to the control group
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(�{QC: �18.20{8.18). Ra^k^ pZl gh bgm^kZ\mbhg ^__^\m [^mp^^g m^lm ^Zk Zg]

group (p=0.603) (Table 6).

Table 6. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for dichotic digits test

Fixed effects Estimated

\h^__b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 77.00 6.10 12.62 <0.001***

Test ear

Right

Left (Reference)

-1.75

0

8.63

0

-0.20 0.840

Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

-18.20

0

8.18

0

-2.22 0.029*

Test ear*Group -6.05 11.57 -0.52 0.603

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; S.E., standard error.

*p<0.05, ***p<0.001.

E. LPFW test
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The test ear (p=0.502) and group (p=0.651) did not significantly

predict the LPFW score. There was no interaction effect between test ear and

group (p=0.753) (Table 7).

Table 7. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for low-pass filtered word test

Fixed effects Estimated

co^__b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 20.54 0.81 25.48 <0.001***

Test ear

Right

Left (Reference)

-0.77

0

1.14

0

-0.68 0.502

Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

-0.46

0

1.00

0

-0.46 0.651

Test ear*Group 0.45 1.41 0.32 0.753

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; S.E., standard error.

***p<0.001.

F. BFT
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There was no significant difference in the BFT scores between the

groups (t=-0.039, p=0.969) (Table 8).

Table 8. Comparison of the mean scores on binaural fusion test between the

aMCI and control group

Group Mean SD t p

aMCI 23.52 1.45
-0.039 0.969

Control 23.54 1.20

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; SD, standard deviation.

2. Study 2

A. Interaction effect of sentence predictability-by-noise level-by-

group

There were significant interactions between sentence predictability

and group (p=0.05), and noise level and group (p<0.001), respectively (Table

9). The aMCI group had a lower mean SPIN test score compared to the control

group, and the difference on the mean SPIN test score was greater in HP than

LP condition (Figure 5). In addition, the aMCI group had a lower mean SPIN
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test score compared to the control group, and the difference on the mean SPIN

test score was greater in -5 dB SNR than 0 dB SNR (Figure 6).

Table 9. Estimated fixed effects of predictors for the speech perception in

noise test score

Fixed effects Estimated

coef_b\b^gm (�)

S.E. t p

Intercept 78.06 4.49 17.39 <0.001***

Sentence predictability

HP

LP (Reference)

10.58

0

2.78

0

3.81 <0.001***

Noise level

0 dB SNR

-5 dB SNR (Reference)

7.19

0

2.79

0

2.58 0.013*

Group

aMCI

Control (Reference)

-31.02

0

6.02

0

-5.15 <0.001***

Sentence predictability

*Group

-7.53 3.73 -2.02 0.05*
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SNR*Group 21.56 3.74 5.77 <0.001***

aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; LP, low predictability; HP, high

predictability; S.E., standard error; SNR, signal-to-noise-ratio.

*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

Figure 5. Interaction between sentence predictability and group on the

speech perception in noise test score. HP, high predictability; LP, low

predictability; aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; SPIN, speech

perception in noise.
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Figure 6. Interaction between noise level and group on the speech perception

in noise test score. aMCI, amnestic mild cognitive impairment; SNR, signal-

to-noise ratio; SPIN, speech perception in noise.

B. Partial correlation coefficients between SPIN and

neuropsychological test scores in the aMCI group

After controlling pure-tone average and WRS, there were significant

positive correlations at -5 dB SNR between the SPIN tests and visuospatial

function (r=0.497, p<0.05), and frontal-executive function (r=0.634, p<0.01),

respectively. In HP sentences, there were significant positive correlations

between the SPIN tests and memory (r=0.538, p<0.05), and frontal-executive
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function (r=0.698, p<0.001), respectively. In LP sentences, there was

significant positive correlation between the SPIN tests and frontal-executive

function (r=0.524, p<0.05) (Table 10).

Table 10. Partial correlation coefficients of speech perception in noise tests

and neuropsychological test domains in the patients with amnestic

mild cognitive impairment

Condition SPIN

0 dB SNR -5 dB SNR HP sentences LP sentences

Attention

(Z score)
0.241 0.422 0.376 0.334

Language

(Z score)
0.156 0.335 0.330 0.230

Visuospatial

function

(Z score)

0.181 0.497* 0.416 0.370

Memory

(Z score)
0.140 0.423 0.522* 0.206
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Frontal-

executive

function

(Z score)

0.296 0.634** 0.538* 0.524*

HP, high predictability; LP, low predictability; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio;

SPIN, speech perception in noise.

*p<0.05, **p<0.01.

C. Partial correlation coefficients between SPIN and CAP test scores

in the aMCI group

After adjusting pure-tone average and WRS, there was significant

positive correlation at -5 dB SNR between the SPIN test and the DDT (r=0.675,

p<0.01). In HP sentences, there was significant positive correlation between

the SPIN tests and the DDT (r=0.624, p<0.01). In LP sentences, there were

significant positive correlations between the SPIN tests and FPT (labeling)

(r=0.473, p<0.05) and FTP (humming) (r=0.595, p<0.01) (Table 11).
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Table 11. Partial correlation coefficients of central auditory processing tests

and speech perception in noise tests in the patients with amnestic

mild cognitive impairment

Condition SPIN

0 dB SNR -5 dB SNR HP sentences LP sentences

FPT

(labeling)
0.326 0.277 0.074 0.473*

FPT

(humming)
0.421 0.422 0.214 0.595**

DPT

(labeling)
0.254 0.334 0.287 0.328

DPT

(humming)
-0.239 -0.064 -0.042 -0.199

GIN A.th.

(right)
0.119 0.287 0.100 0.327

GIN A.th.

(left)
-0.036 -0.077 -0.128 -0.013

GIN % 0.077 -0.063 0.075 -0.077
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(right)

GIN %

(left)
0.082 0.090 0.162 0.032

DDT

(right)
0.231 0.675** 0.624** 0.439

DDT

(left)
0.131 0.141 0.222 0.077

LPFW test

(right)
-0.168 -0.047 -0.097 -0.090

LPFW test

(left)
-0.177 -0.124 -0.032 -0.234

BFT 0.177 0.175 0.227 0.142

A.th., approximate threshold; BFT, binaural fusion test; DDT, dichotic digits

test; DPT, duration pattern test; FPT, frequency pattern test; GIN, Gap-In-

Noise; HP, high predictability; LP, low predictability; LPFW, low-pass

filtered word; SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; SPIN, speech perception in noise.

*p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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IV. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate differences between the

aMCI and control groups for CAP tests and to assess differences between the

groups and their relation to sentence predictability and the noise level in the

SPIN test. Each of these topics is discussed in more detail below.

1. Study 1

Two temporal pattern tests were used to confirm temporal ordering

ability. The aMCI group showed lower scores than the control group for both

tests. Regarding response type, the labeling performance of the FPT was worse

than that of the humming performance in the aMCI group. However, in the

DPT, there was no differences between the labeling and humming

performances in both groups. These results were consistent with previous

studies in which the aMCI group had significant lower scores in pitch pattern

sequency25 and tone duration discrimination32 compared with the control

group.
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Temporal ordering is the ability to process two or more auditory

stimuli in sequence. Several perceptual and cognitive processes are required

to accurately recognize, identify, and sequence auditory patterns33. For

instance, to accurately report the sequence of tones which consist of triads of

pure tones of two different frequencies, the participants go through the

following steps: 1) perceiving the tonal stimuli through the peripheral organs;

2) storing temporarily the perceived tonal stimuli in the working memory and

decoding the frequency of each stimulus by comparing it with the frequency

information stored in the long-term memory; and 3) arranging the tonal stimuli

in order and verbally labeling them34.

These auditory pattern perception and recognition processes are not

limited to the cerebral hemisphere alone, but rather require integration of

information from both hemispheres via the corpus callosum33. In other words,

the right hemisphere recognizes the acoustic contour and reacts by humming,

followed by transfer to the left hemisphere via the corpus callosum, and the

left hemisphere verbally labels the acoustic contour (e.g., �ab`a/ehp� hk

�ehg`/lahkm�).

Furthermore, the response observed in the temporal pattern test can

also be used to explore the neurological correlates associated with it. If both
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Estimated lesion location for temporal patterning ability in patients with mild

cognitive impairment: (a) and/or (b) or (a), (b).

The GIN© test was performed to identify the temporal discrimination

or resolution2, and consequently, the aMCI group had a longer A.th. of gap

detection and a lower percentage correct compared with the control

group13,14,35. The temporal discrimination or resolution refers to the shortest

interval between two auditory signals. The temporal discrimination or

resolution is commonly known as temporal auditory acuity or minimum

integration time33. Ra^ k^Zlhg maZm ma^ ZKAG `khni�l Z[bebmr mh ]^m^\m `Zil pZl

decreased compared with the control group was that cognitive function could

affect the temporal discrimination or resolution. In this context, cognitive

function refers to speed of processing, executive function, and auditory

attention.

First, regarding the speed of processing, the A.th. of gap detection

might have been longer because the overall speed of the processing slows as

age increases and that most of the patients with cognitive impairment, such as

aMCI, are elderly13. In one study the mean of A.th. of gap detection of 100

normal-hearing young adults (18-31 years) was 4.19 msec36.
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In addition, recent research estimated the effect of executive function

and auditory attention based on the GIN© test with patients with aMCI35. The

impulsivity index indicated executive function and the index was calculated

bg mph pZrl: �Gfinelbobmr abml� p^k^ \Ze\neZm^] [r ]bob]bg` Ahkk^\m Fbml hk

mkn^ ihlbmbo^l [r DZel^ Fbml hk _Zel^ ZeZkfl, Zg] �bfinelbobmr mhmZe bm^fl� p^re

computed by dividing the total items by False Hits or false alarms. If there was

no stimulus presented and the participant responded, it was considered a false

alarm. The impulsivity hits and the impulsivity total items imply that the index

increases as the executive function decreases. The inattentiveness index

represented auditory attention. The index was obtained by dividing the total

gnf[^k h_ bm^fl ik^l^gm^] Z[ho^ Zg bg]bob]nZe iZkmb\biZgm�l f^Zlnk^]

threshold by the number of gaps that participant failed to identify, despite the

_Z\m maZm ma^ ]nkZmbhg h_ mahl^ `Zil ^q\^^]^] ma^ iZkmb\biZgm�l f^Zlnk^] `Zi

threshold. As the inattentiveness index increases, auditory attention declines.

The aMCI group showed a higher impulsivity and inattentiveness index

compared with the control group. In short, the lower performance in the GIN

test© by the aMCI group is due to poor executive function and auditory

attention.
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The definition of dichotic listening is the simultaneous stimulation of

both ears, but with a different stimulus in each ear. As a result of the

percentage correct for DDT according to the group and the test ear, the aMCI

group showed poorer performance compared to the control6,25. Dichotic

listening gradually declines in performance during the transition from SMI to

aMCI and even early AD6. A 5-year longitudinal study was conducted to

determine the changing dichotic listening performance in patients with SMI,

aMCI, and early AD37. Dichotic listening performance declined significantly

in the group transitioning from SMI or aMCI to AD and in the AD group at

the baseline.

As for the test ear, there was no significant difference between the

aMCI and SMI groups regarding ear advantage (EA)6. The 5-year longitudinal

study of DDT showed no significant difference between the aMCI and SMI

groups in both ears37. This phenomenon can be interpreted as the neurological

mechanism of dichotic listening. In the DDT, EA can be explained through

handedness, the dominant language hemisphere, and the dominant ear38. The

left hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere for language in most right-handed

people, and the right hemisphere is the dominant hemisphere for language in

most left-handed people. EA could be predicted by the dominant hemisphere
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for language in that the left hemisphere shows right ear advantage (REA) and

the right hemisphere shows left ear advantage (LEA). The reason is that the

signal is stronger in the contralateral ascending auditory pathway compared to

the ipsilateral connection. For example, in DDT, the left hemisphere is

responsible for the performance of the right ear.

In the study, most participants were right-handed, so the dominant

hemisphere for language was predicted to be the left hemisphere. In other

words, if the left hemisphere functions properly, the REA phenomenon is

prominent (Figure 8). However, it is interpreted that the REA phenomenon

disappeared as the REA score declined due to problems, such as overall

cortical thinning in the left hemisphere. Many studies have reported left

cortical thinning in the aMCI group39,40. In addition, the temporal processing

tests described above also suggested a left hemisphere lesion in the aMCI

group.
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situations; the louder the noise, the greater the decrease 13-17. However, to the

best of our knowledge, there has been no consideration of sentence

predictability.

Sentence predictability is closely related to language and cognitive

functions. For example, in HP sentences, the meaning of the sentence can be

predicted using contextual cues even if all the words in the sentence cannot be

heard due to noise~that is, top-down (language and cognitive based) use of

semantic information. On the other hand, in the case of LP sentences, bottom-

up processing plays a bigger role, because there are no contextual cues41. The

aMCI group has been known to decrease with semantic processing42,43. It can

be interpreted that the aMCI group showed poorer performances in the HP

condition due to a decrease in semantic processing even when they can

sufficiently infer the answer through contextual cues.

Successful comprehension in noisy listening conditions also needs

additional cognitive resources beyond the semantic network. These cognitive

resources are thought to be working memory and/or frontal-executive function.

In the SPIN test employed here, working memory and/or frontal-executive

function are crucial to correctly answering the question. For successful

performance in the SPIN test, semantic information needs to be integrated and
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temporarily stored to correctly answer the question, protecting against

competing irrelevant information (e.g., background noise).

The neural mechanisms of degraded speech comprehension have been

attributed large brain regions including left angular gyrus and posterior middle

temporal gyrus41. In addition, the temporal cortex to the hippocampus pathway

is used to encode semantic information44 and ventral temporal activation is

involved in the processing of semantically unambiguous speech in a memory-

demanding word recognition task45. Furthermore, the activation of the

prefrontal cortex pertaining to frontal-executive control function to efficiently

manage cognitive resources promises the strongest gain in performance41.

The aMCI group is unable to use enough cognitive resources in

adverse listening situations, and due to that, the overall cognitive ability

declines below that of the control group46,47. In the study, the aMCI group

showed poorer performances in the more challenging conditions. This led to

the postulation that the aMCI group has a poorer overall cognitive ability than

the control group, making it difficult to employ cognitive resources adequately

in adverse listening situations (Figure 9).
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phonological representations in semantic long-term memory through a

phonological buffer, also known as a RAMBPHO (Rapid, Automatic,

Multimodal Binding of PHOnology) buffer. If the input signal corresponds

with phonological representations, then the input signal is understood without

the need for working memory and/or frontal-executive function. However,

additional working memory and/or frontal-executive function is required

when the intelligibility of the input signal is degraded due to background noise.

In the study, the aMCI group had a lower percentage correct under all

conditions compared with the control group. This is believed to be due to the

aMCI group having a lower frontal-executive function than the control group

and, thus, could not use the RAMBPHO buffer efficiently.

In the study, the SPIN test revealed a significant positive correlation

with frontal-executive function in the aMCI group. In particular, three out of

the four the SPIN test conditions showed a strong correlation with frontal-

executive function domain, which were more numerous than other cognitive

domains. In one former study, each time a frontal-executive function SD score

decreased by 1, the score of the speech perception in a noisy situation

decreased by 9.2 percentage points49.
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According to the JZob^�l i^k\^imnZe ehZ] ma^hkr h_ l^e^\mbo^ Zmm^gmbhg,

humans use attentional resources efficiently to process incoming sensory

information50. However, under high-load conditions, in an environment when

the noise is high, the attentional resources appear to be exhausted, as cognitive

resources are excessively used to listen to the target sentences. Therefore, the

ability for auditory attention declines. The aMCI group lacks the attentional

resources for situations in which their cognitive resources are fundamentally

insufficient compared with the control group; this might lead to lowered

auditory attention in the aMCI group.

In addition, (auditory) selective attention is closely linked to working

memory. Loading working memory detrimentally affects performance, as it

bfiZbkl Z iZkmb\biZgm�l Z[bebmr mh k^f^f[^k paZm abl or her current tasks and

priorities are50,51. In other words, demanding working memory is thought to

result in the participants being more likely to forget what their current task is,

causing them to, therefore, get distracted more often. The aMCI group, facing

a fundamentally limited amount of attentional resources, might be impaired

when a lot of cognitive resources are needed.

Last, the SPIN tests were significantly correlated with auditory

temporal processing and DDT. Auditory temporal processing plays an
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important role in various auditory and auditory-language abilities, such as

rhythm perception, pitch discrimination, duration discrimination, phoneme

discrimination, and auditory figure-ground segregation (e.g., listening in noise

or competition)52,53. Chermak and Musiek (1997)54 emphasize the

functionality of temporal processing in language processing. Temporal

processing is involved in a wide range of language processing skills, including

voice-onset time differentiation underlying cognate discrimination (e.g., /b/ vs.

/p/), lexical distinctions (e.g., �ln[�c^\m� ol. �ln[c^\m��), Zg] m^fihkZeer \n^]

prosodic distinctions (e.g., �gb`am kZm^� ol. �gbmkZm^�). R^fihkZe k^lhenmbhg

refers to the ability to detect time-related changes in continuous auditory

stimuli. In particular, it serves as the ground for distinguishing between voiced

and unvoiced stop consonants55.

The patient whose processing system is characterized by slow lexical

rise-time tends to miss the initial portions of incoming auditory message

because his or her processing systems takes a greater amount of time to shift

from a passive non-processing state to an active processing state. One study

founded that people with aphasia take time to activate the lexical item, that is

a slow rise-time or slow lexical activation. However, unimpaired control
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participants revealed normal lexical rise-time56. Like aphasia, the aMCI group

might also miss words in sentences due to slow rise-time.

In summary, the aMCI group demonstrated less ability to understand

sentences in noisy conditions compared with the control group. Furthermore,

the performance of the SPIN test was lower in the situation where the noise

was louder, and when the sentence predictability was high. The reason for this

is believed to be that the cognitive and central auditory processing ability of

the aMCI group declined compared with that of the control group.

Putting the two studies together, the aMCI group significantly

decreased CAP abilities compared with the control group. Among the CAP

abilities, speech perception in adverse listening situations is one of the most

prominent symptoms in patients with aMCI. Therefore, a more detailed study

on SPIN and its relation to sentence predictability and noise level were

conducted in the study. These studies and previous studies provide converging

evidence that successful comprehension in noisy listening conditions needs on

both CAP abilities and cognitive functions, specifically working memory and

frontal-executive function.

This study is the first attempt to comprehensively investigate the CAP

abilities in patients with aMCI and to examine the effects of sentence
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predictability, noise level, and cognitive function on speech perception by

comparing speech performance between the aMCI and the control group. The

current study, however, has several limitations. First, although there was an

interplay between CAP abilities and cognitive functions in the SPIN test,

correlation analyses between the SPIN test and cognitive domains, and the

SPIN test and CAP tests were conducted separately. Further studies will be

required to understand the interacting effects of CAP abilities and cognitive

functions in the SPIN test. Another limitation is that the results should be

interpreted with caution because of our small sample sizes.
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V. Conclusion

Tabl lmn]r \hg_bkf^] maZm ma^ ZKAG `khni�l A?N Z[bebmb^l p^k^

significantly lower than that of the control group. One goal of the current

diagnostic practice of dementia is earlier diagnosis and timely, appropriate

treatment to prevent or delay further deterioration. Patients with aMCI are

more likely to develop dementia, thus, if the cognitive assessment and hearing

evaluation are conducted in combination, the sensitivity of the diagnostic

process for dementia will be increased. Furthermore, CAP tests can be used as

a cost-effective screening tools for cognitive decline.

Moreover, it was revealed that the aMCI group has poor speech

comprehension under challenging auditory circumstances. In addition, with

regard to sentence predictability, there may be a correlation between sentence

predictability and cognitive resources, especially in frontal-executive function.

Therefore, it would be better when communicating with the aMCI group to be

in a silent place with little noise and use highly predictable sentences which is

relatively less dependent on cognitive resources. These communication

strategies make less of a demand on cognitive resources and lead to improved

speech comprehension ability in real-life listening situations.
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